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Climate change presents perhaps the most profound challenge ever confronted by human society. This volume is a definitive analysis
drawing on the best thinking on questions of how climate change affects human systems, and how societies can, do, and should respond.
Key topics covered include the history of the issues, social and political reception of climate science, the denial of that science by individuals
and organized interests, the nature of the social disruptions caused by climate change, the economics of those disruptions and possible
responses to them, questions of human security and social justice, obligations to future generations, policy instruments for reducing
greenhouse gas emissions, and governance at local, regional, national, international, and global levels.
Global environmental change often seems to be the most carefully examined issue of our time. Yet understanding the human side--human
causes of and responses to environmental change--has not yet received sustained attention. Global Environmental Change offers a strategy
for combining the efforts of natural and social scientists to better understand how our actions influence global change and how global change
influences us. The volume is accessible to the nonscientist and provides a wide range of examples and case studies. It explores how the
attitudes and actions of individuals, governments, and organizations intertwine to leave their mark on the health of the planet. The book
focuses on establishing a framework for this new field of study, identifying problems that must be overcome if we are to deepen our
understanding of the human dimensions of global change, presenting conclusions and recommendations.
This book explores an institutional framework for environmental governance. Starting from the assumption that governments can facilitate the
sustainability of resource management by state and non-state actors through the structuring of decision contexts, the analyses combined in
the book explore determinants of environmental stewardship with particular emphasis on the structure and quality of property rights. In pursuit
of their objectives, the analyses build on previous research on determinants of environmental quality, critically examine findings and claims on
the existence of an environmental Kuznets curve, and draw linkages to the literatures on government capacity and collective action. In
addition, the book substantially extends the state of the knowledge on the environmental implications of property rights, integrating economic
and political dimensions and establishing links between previously unconnected research areas in environmental politics, environmental
economics, and resource management.
This book is a comprehensive treatise on environmental economics with special focus on environmental policy and management. A balanced
blend of theory and practice, the book outlines the basic concepts, theories, tools, and techniques of environmental economics, which not
only enables readers to diagnose the root cause of environmental problems and identify practicable solutions, but also facilitates in the design
of environmental policy and management strategies.
Courses which deal with environmental history have long lacked a comprehensive overview. I. G. Simmons has made a significant
contribution with a book that looks at the long-term history of environment and humanity from 10,000 BC to AD 2000. This far-reaching text
considers the global picture and recognises the contributions of many disciplines including the natural sciences, the social sciences, and
increasingly, the humanities.As a starting point, this book takes the major phases of human technological evolution of the last 12,000 years
and considers how these have affected the natural world. It then considers the response to conditions such as climate change, putting today's
preoccupations into a long-term perspective. This is a book of history, not prophecy, and so makes no judgements on current anxieties.
“Those involved in women’s health issues, Third World studies, and economic development should find food for thought” (Kirkus Reviews).
This is an updated edition of the “influential study” (Publishers Weekly) of issues surrounding childbirth and the history of population control
programs. Challenging conventional wisdom about overpopulation, and uncovering the deeper roots of poverty, environmental degradation,
and gender inequalities, the author uses data and vivid case studies to explore how population control programs came to be promoted by
powerful governments, foundations, and international agencies as an instrument of Cold War development and security policy. Mainly
targeting poor women, these programs were designed to drive down birth rates as rapidly and cheaply as possible, with coercion often a
matter of course. In the war on population growth, birth control was deployed as a weapon, rather than a tool of reproductive choice.
Threaded throughout is the story of how international women’s health activists fought to reform population control and promote a new
agenda of sexual and reproductive health and rights for all. While their efforts bore fruit, obstacles remain. On one side is the anti-choice
movement that wants to deny women access not only to abortion but to most methods of contraception. On the other is a resurgent, wellfunded population control lobby that often obscures its motives with the language of women’s empowerment. Despite declining birth rates
worldwide—average global family size is now 2.5 children—overpopulation alarm is on the rise, tied now to the threats of climate change and
terrorism. Reproductive Rights and Wrongs reveals how these developments are rooted in the longer history and politics of population
control. In this book, a new generation of readers will find knowledge and inspiration for the ongoing struggle to achieve reproductive rights
and social, environmental, and gender justice.
Expanded to cover the Bush administration and the beginnings of the Clinton administration, this exploration of one of the most critical
problems of modern government and democratic politics is now more timely than ever. Through careful analysis of representative cases, it
evaluates the Environmental Protection Agency's performance over its entire existence, uncovers the mistaken premises that have clouded
and distorted debate about environmental policy, and shows how public officials might better preserve and promote constitutional democracy.
This book explores how discussions of environmental policy increasingly require scholars and practitioners to integrate legal-economic
analyses of property rights issues. An excellent array of contributors have come together for the first time to produce this magnificent book.
Regardless of where we live, the management of the public sector impacts on our lives. Hence, we all have an interest, one way or another,
in the achievement of efficiency and productivity improvements in the activities of the public sector. For a government agency that provides a
public service, striving for unreasonable benchmark targets for efficiency may lead to a deterioration of service quality, along with an increase
in stress and job dissatisfaction for public sector employees. Slack performance targets may lead to gross inefficiency, poor quality of service,
and low self-esteem for employees. In the case of regulation, inappropriate policies can lead to unprecedented disasters. Examples include
the decimation of fish stocks through mismanagement of fisheries, and power blackouts through inappropriate restrictions on electricity
generators and distributors. Efficient taxation policies minimise the tax bill for citizens. In all of these cases, efficient management is required,
although it is often unclear how to assess this efficiency. In this volume, several authors consider various aspects and contexts of
performance measurement. Hence, this volume represents a unique collection of advances in efficiency assessment for the public sector by
leading researchers in the field. Efficiency in the Public Sector is divided into two sections. The first is titled "Issues in Public Sector Efficiency
Evaluation" and comprises of chapters 1-4. The second section is titled "Efficiency Analysis in the Public Sector - Advances in Theory and
Practice." This division is somewhat arbitrary, in the sense there are significant overlapping themes in both sections. However, it serves to
separate chapters that can be characterised as dealing with broader issues (Section I), from chapters that can be characterised as focusing
on specific theoretical problems and empirical cases (Section II).
The book examines the genesis and development of environmental rights (or the Right to Environment) in international law and discusses
their philosophical, theoretical and legal underpinnings in the context of sustainable development and the notion of solidarity rights.
"Surging sea levels are inundating the coasts." "Hurricanes and tornadoes are becoming fiercer and more frequent." "Climate change will be
an economic disaster." You've heard all this presented as fact. But according to science, all of these statements are profoundly misleading.
When it comes to climate change, the media, politicians, and other prominent voices have declared that "the science is settled." In reality, the
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long game of telephone from research to reports to the popular media is corrupted by misunderstanding and misinformation. Core
questions—about the way the climate is responding to our influence, and what the impacts will be—remain largely unanswered. The climate is
changing, but the why and how aren't as clear as you've probably been led to believe. Now, one of America's most distinguished scientists is
clearing away the fog to explain what science really says (and doesn't say) about our changing climate. In Unsettled: What Climate Science
Tells Us, What It Doesn't, and Why It Matters, Steven Koonin draws upon his decades of experience—including as a top science advisor to the
Obama administration—to provide up-to-date insights and expert perspective free from political agendas. Fascinating, clear-headed, and full of
surprises, this book gives readers the tools to both understand the climate issue and be savvier consumers of science media in general.
Koonin takes readers behind the headlines to the more nuanced science itself, showing us where it comes from and guiding us through the
implications of the evidence. He dispels popular myths and unveils little-known truths: despite a dramatic rise in greenhouse gas emissions,
global temperatures actually decreased from 1940 to 1970. What's more, the models we use to predict the future aren't able to accurately
describe the climate of the past, suggesting they are deeply flawed. Koonin also tackles society's response to a changing climate, using datadriven analysis to explain why many proposed "solutions" would be ineffective, and discussing how alternatives like adaptation and, if
necessary, geoengineering will ensure humanity continues to prosper. Unsettled is a reality check buoyed by hope, offering the truth about
climate science that you aren't getting elsewhere—what we know, what we don't, and what it all means for our future.
Housing stocks provide much more than just shelter. Energy suppliers, pension fund managers and public transit providers are but a few of
the many stakeholders that have a regulated interest in the non-shelter goods and services offered by housing. Such stakeholders and their
activities are traditionally addressed on a sectoral basis, yet regulations that are designed to apply to one often have unintended effects on
another, effects that may produce negative pressure on the housing stock – and the wider built environment – in terms of sustainability.
Sustainable Collective Housing presents a new and comprehensive approach to the study of the regulations pertaining to housing: the
institutional regimes framework. By considering the housing stock as a resource, this framework enables the ensemble of public policies,
property rights and contracts that govern all shelter and non-shelter uses of housing to be identified, analyzed and evaluated. Using examples
from Switzerland, Germany and Spain, this book describes the regulatory conditions that must be in place before housing sustainability
issues can be effectively tackled. The book will provide policy-makers, housing stock owners and other stakeholders with the knowledge and
tools to make rational and legitimate decisions regarding housing sustainability.
There are few more sensitive or important policy areas in the world today, and that means this book is a hugely relevant and timely one.
Written by practice-oriented political scientists from various universities in Europe and the rest of the world, this book is a testimony to both
policy and the evolution of policy analyses over the last 25 years. On the basis of empirical observations all contributions have attempted to
develop new conceptual perspectives for environmental policy analyses which furthermore can be generalized and applied to other policy
fields.
The objective of this book is to analyze the institutional barriers to implementing market-based climate policy, as well as to provide some
opportunities to overcome them. The approach is that of institutional economics, with special emphasis on political transaction costs and path
dependence. Instead of rejecting the neoclassical approach, this book uses it where fruitful and shows when and why it is necessary to
employ a new or neo-institutionalist approach. The result is that equity is considered next to efficiency, that the evolution and possible lock-in
of both formal and informal climate institutions are studied, and that attention is paid to the politics and law of economic instruments for
climate policy, including some new empirical analyses. The research topics of this book include the set-up costs of a permit trading system,
the risk that credit trading becomes locked-in, the potential legal problem of grandfathering in terms of actional subsidies under WTO law or
state aid under EC law, and the changing attitudes of various European officials towards restricting the use of the Kyoto Mechanisms.
This book maps points of common understanding and cooperation in the interpretation of landscapes. These interfaces appear between
cultures, between natural and human sciences, lay people and experts, time and space, preservation and use, ecology and semiosis. The
book compares how different cultures interpret landscapes, examines how cultural values are assessed, explores new tools for assessment,
traces the discussion about landscape authenticity, and finally draws perspectives for further research.
This book considers and clarifies many different facets of the international human right to a healthy environment.

This book examines water management integration in the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain, Italy and Switzerland,
based on the European research project EUWARENESS. Coverage includes 12 country-specific case studies, examining
theory on water governance, institutional regimes, and property rights, resulting in a tool for monitoring the progress of
integrated water management at the basin level in EU member states or other countries.
All over the world countries struggle with water stress. Problems vary from water scarcity and a degrading water quality,
to floods and a rising sea level due to climate change. The European Union adopted a Water Framework Directive to
improve the sustainability of water management in its member states. Water management should be coordinated at the
level of river basins as a whole. Interests of various user groups should be better represented. River basin visions should
take into account the impact of all human activities on the status of the resource. Water legislation needs streamlining
and more focus on its implementation. The European Union advocates regulating water prices by charging the costs of
water services on the basis of full cost recovery and the polluter pays principle. This book examines the development of
water management in the Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain, Italy and Switzerland. It is based on the European
research project EUWARENESS. The authors apply a theoretical framework for the analysis of institutional regimes,
water governance and property rights. The evolution of national water resource regimes is described over a period of
almost 200 years (1800-2000). The long-term perspective enables the reader to see the conditions under which regime
transformation and paradigm change are made possible. The book also includes a critical analysis of policy making by
the European Union, and a comparative review and analysis of regime development in the six countries involved. This
book is followed by another volume published with Kluwer Academic Publishers on "Integrated Governance and Water
Basin Management", edited by Hans Bressers and Stefan Kuks.
Sustainability is a key issue and its impact on the construction industry, as one of the major users of the Earth's
resources, is starting to take hold. This book deals with sustainability as it affects the construction industry, looking at the
techniques and issues which designers, engineers, planners and construction managers will have to deal with in their dayto-day activities. It covers methods of analysis such as environmental impact assessment and cost-benefit analysis as
well as topics on design and energy regulation and conservation. The book is an important introduction to the subject for
senior undergraduate and postgraduate students. Given the importance and novelty of the subject, professionals in the
construction industry will also find the book valuable.
Examines the increasing recognition that the environment is a subject for protection in constitutional texts and for
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vindication by constitutional courts.
The Economics of the Environment and Natural Resourcescovers the essential topics students need to
understandenvironmental and resource problems and their possible solutions.Its unique lecture format provides an indepth exploration ofdiscrete topics, ideal for upper-level undergraduate, graduate ordoctoral study. Each chapter depicts
the key theoretical insights,major issues, and real-life problems that motivate the subject. Inaddition, the chapters feature
practical applications and casestudies, a list of annotated further reading, and extensivereferences. Offers broad
treatment of issues in Environmental and ResourceEconomics. Provides in-depth exploration of a wide range of topics
withits unique lecture format. Depicts key theoretical insights, major issues, and real-lifeproblems for each subject.
Features case studies, annotated further reading, extensivereferences, and a detailed glossary.
“Human beings have been smart enough to turn nature to their ends, generate vast wealth for themselves, and double
their average life span. But are they smart enough to solve the problems of the 21st century?” -- Thomas Homer-Dixon In
The Ingenuity Gap, Thomas Homer-Dixon, "global guru" (the Toronto Star), asks: is our world becoming too complex, too
fast-paced to manage? The challenges facing us converge, intertwine, and remain largely beyond our ken. Most of
suspect the "experts don't really know what's going on; that as a species we've released forces that are neither managed
nor manageable. We are fast approaching a time when we may no longer be able to control a world that increasingly
exceeds our grasp. This is "the ingenuity gap" -- the term coined by Thomas Homer-Dixon -- the critical gap between our
need for practical, innovative ideas to solve complex problems and our actual supply of those ideas. Through gripping
narrative stories and incidents that exemplify his arguments, he takes us on a world tour that begins with a heartstopping
description of the tragic crash of United Airlines Flight 232 from Denver to Chicago and includes Las Vegas in its desert,
a wilderness beach in British Columbia, and his solitary search for a little girl in Patna, India. He shows how, in our
complex world, while poor countries are particularly vulnerable to ingenuity gaps, our own rich countries are not immune,
and we are caught between a requirement for ingenuity and an increasingly uncertain supply. When the gap widens,
political disintegration and violent upheaval can result, reaching into our own economies and daily lives in subtle ways. In
compelling, lucid, prose, he makes real the problems we face and suggests how we might overcome them.
Der Rechtsgrundsatz der Hoheit über natürliche Ressourcen, insbesondere das Recht der Völker auf wirtschaftliche
Selbstbestimmung, wird in dieser Arbeit als eine Möglichkeit genutzt, den Mangel an staatlicher Regelkonformität zu
Verbindlichkeiten, die im Rahmen des internationalen Klimaabkommens getroffen wurden, neu zu überprüfen.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is the best gift of the United Nations and its main human rights
organ, the Human Rights Commission to “We, the Peoples of the World”. But that powerful instrument is often rendered
powerless by the behaviour of individuals running the institutions and the states, arguably the most powerful institution
conceptualised by human mind so far. In the process, the UN comes under serious criticism and its most important organ
which helped give the UDHR was dissolved for “failing to live up to its ideals”. Ironically, the same states and their
representatives most instrumental in creating the UN institutions, including the Human Rights Commission first but later
vilifying it and leading the campaign for its replacement by the Human Rights Council are now once again attacking it as
“hypocritical and self-serving organisation that makes a mockery of human rights” and the most powerful member state
feels compelled to walk out of the Council. Where does the world, the UN and “we the peoples” stand in the search for
greater freedom from want and fear, better enjoyment of dignity and rights? Travelling through an extraordinary journey
of life, academic pursuits and expeditions of professional and diplomatic mountain climbing, including the Chairmanship
of the 56th Session of the UN Commission on Human Rights and its 5th Special Session on the Human Rights of the
Palestinian People in the Occupied Palestine Territories, Shambhu Ram Simkhada presents a scholarly, diplomatic,
advocate and defender perspectives on the contemporary state of human rights and human wrongs in the scale of his
own human conscience. Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka.
The author examines the history of St. Croix, St. Thomas, and St. John's.
Unlike many national constitutions, which contain explicit positive rights to such things as education, a living wage, and a healthful
environment, the U.S. Bill of Rights appears to contain only a long list of prohibitions on government. American constitutional
rights, we are often told, protect people only from an overbearing government, but give no explicit guarantees of governmental
help. Looking for Rights in All the Wrong Places argues that we have fundamentally misunderstood the American rights tradition.
The United States actually has a long history of enshrining positive rights in its constitutional law, but these rights have been
overlooked simply because they are not in the federal Constitution. Emily Zackin shows how they instead have been included in
America's state constitutions, in large part because state governments, not the federal government, have long been primarily
responsible for crafting American social policy. Although state constitutions, seemingly mired in trivial detail, can look like pale
imitations of their federal counterpart, they have been sites of serious debate, reflect national concerns, and enshrine choices
about fundamental values. Zackin looks in depth at the history of education, labor, and environmental reform, explaining why
America's activists targeted state constitutions in their struggles for government protection from the hazards of life under
capitalism. Shedding much-needed light on the variety of reasons that activists pursued the creation of new state-level rights,
Looking for Rights in All the Wrong Places challenges us to rethink our most basic assumptions about the American constitutional
tradition.
Crimes Against Nature provides a systematic account and analysis of the key concerns of green criminology, written by one of the
leading authorities in the field. The book draws upon the disciplines of environmental studies, environmental sociology and
environmental management as well as criminology and socio-legal studies, and draws upon a wide range of examples of crimes
against the environment – ranging from toxic waste, logging, wildlife smuggling, bio-piracy, the use and transport of ozone
depleting substances through to illegal logging and fishing, water pollution and animal abuse. The book is divided into three parts:
Part 1 sets out theoretical approaches and perspectives on the subject; Part 2 explores the (national and international) dimensions
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of environmental crime and the explanations for it; Part 3 deals with the range of responses to environmental crime environmental law enforcement, regulation, environmental crime prevention and the role of global institutions and movements.
During the last ten years the enormous global loss of biodiversity has received remarkable attention. Among the numerous
approaches undertaken to stop or lessen this process, access and benefit-sharing (ABS), a market-based approach, has emerged
as among the most prominent. In theory, ABS turns biodiversity and genetic resources from an open access good to a private
good and creates a market for genetic resources. It internalizes the resources’ positive externalities by pricing the commercial
values for research and development and makes users pay for it. Users’ benefits are shared with the resource holders and set
incentives for the sustainable use and the conservation of biodiversity. Carmen Richerzhagen, however, finds that in practice there
are significant questions about the effectiveness of the approach in the protection of biodiversity and about the fair and equitable
sharing of benefits arising from the commercialization. Utilizing the empirical findings of three case studies of biodiversity-providing
countries - Costa Rica, the Philippines and Ethiopia - and one case study of a community of user countries, the European Union
(EU), Richerzhagen examines the effectiveness of ABS through the realization of its own objectives.
In Nuclear Power and Human Rights in Japan: The Fallout of Fukushima, Emrah Akyüz examines the impact of the Fukushima
nuclear accident on the environment and human rights.
This book shows why a fundamental right to an adequate environment ought to be provided in the constitution of any modern
democratic state. The importance of securing provision for environmental protection at the constitutional level is now widely
recognized. Globally, more than 100 states make some form of provision for environmental protection in their constitutions. A
question more hotly debated, though, is whether the provision should take the stringent form of a fundamental right. This book is
the first to examine the question from the perspective of political theory. It explains why the right to an environment adequate for
one's health and well-being is a genuine human right, and why it ought to be constitutionalized. It carefully elaborates this case
and defends it in closely argued responses to critical challenges. It thus shows why there is no insurmountable obstacle to the
effective implementation of this constitutional right, and why constitutionalizing this right is not democratically illegitimate. With
particular reference to European Union member states, it explains what this right adds to states' existing human rights and
environmental commitments. It concludes by showing how constitutional environmental rights can serve to promote the cause of
environmental justice in a global context. The book provides illustrations from around the world of how human rights and
environmental concerns have been linked to date, and highlights precedents for the future development of a fundamental right to
an adequate environment. It will be of value to policy-makers, lawyers, campaigners, and citizens concerned with environmental
protection as a public interest and fundamental right. It will provide a valuable resource for students and teachers in politics,
philosophy, law, environmental studies, and social sciences more generally. The book makes an original contribution to normative
political theory by rethinking rights and justice in the light of contemporary issues and contexts.
The session was closed with papers that provided a prognosis on the future development of property rights in fisheries
management. Thus, the conference papers addressed the theory and application of property.
This book traces the development of the standard property rights over five kinds of natural resource - inland rivers, ocean fisheries,
petroleum resources, gold and base metals and forest resources - from classical times through to the 19th century. Completely
private resources and those in the public (or Crown) lands are given equal attention and a simple supply-and-demand model is
used to explain how property rights are altered over time. Including numerous casestudies and examples, this book provides a
unique insight into the historical development of property rights and makes a special plea for the multiple-purpose and multi-owner
management of resource rights.
This is intended as a supplementary text for students studying environmental and natural resource management. It provides
coverage of the causes of, and possible solutions to, environmental and resource degradation from a property rights standpoint.
The environmental movement is the most densely organized movement in human history. Green Gone Wrong is a sweeping view
of the environmental movement that began and reached its full legitimate expression in the United States in the 20th Century, yet,
as the book argues, has lost its way in the 21st Century. The book critically examines the environmental movement; its
environmentalist believers, its motivating philosophers, philosophies and psychology. The book explores the concepts of
ecopolitics and fear mongering that have infected environmentalism and its government bureaucratic legacy. The book also calls
for a re-introduction of good science into environmental policy decisions. Green Gone Wrong takes a candid and contemporary
look at the negative impacts of ecopolitics on your life, property and constitutional rights. The book presents cases of ecopolitical
abuses in public debates and legal conflicts, and portrays the condition of today's environment in surprisingly positive terms. This
fact-filled and fully-referenced work is from the provocative perspective of an environmental scientist who has solved real
environmental problems for 25 years. Through this insightful account, your understanding of our environment will change from one
of endless problems to one of amazing solutions.
The right to a healthy environment has been the subject of extensive philosophical debates that revolve around the question:
Should rights to clean air, water, and soil be entrenched in law? David Boyd answers this by moving beyond theoretical debates to
measure the practical effects of enshrining the right in constitutions. His pioneering analysis of 193 constitutions and the laws and
court decisions of more than 100 nations in Europe, Latin America, Asia, and Africa reveals a positive correlation between
constitutional protection and stronger environmental laws, smaller ecological footprints, superior environmental performance, and
improved quality of life.
Fisheries science in North America is changing in response to a changing climate, new technologies, an ecosystem approach to
management and new thinking about the processes affecting stock and recruitment. Authors of the 34 chapters review the science
in their particular fields and use their experience to develop informed opinions about the future. Everyone associated with fish,
fisheries and fisheries management will find material that will stimulate their thinking about the future. Readers will be impressed
with the potential for new discoveries, but disturbed by how much needs to be done in fisheries science if we are to sustain North
American fisheries in our changing climate. Officials that manage or fund fisheries science will appreciate the urgency for the new
information needed for the stewardship of fish populations and their ecosystems. Research organizations may want to keep some
extra copies for a future look back into the thoughts of a wide range of fisheries professionals. Fisheries science has been full of
surprises with some of the surprises having major economic impacts. It is important to minimize these impacts as the demand for
seafood increases and the complexities of fisheries management increase.
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